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Abstract

Practitioners and agency managers agree that evaluation is important. However, counsellors seldom evaluate their work with clients in a way that permits making a causal link between the services clients receive and that changes they experience. A framework has been developed for evaluating changes in client knowledge, skills, attitudes, and beliefs and assessing the impact of those changes on the client’s life and on the broader society in which the client lives. The framework also includes a system for tracking the interventions used with a client and the resources needed to successfully implement those interventions. The framework has been used in a variety of counselling situations, educational settings, and guidance initiatives, to provide evidence that the services clients receive are having an impact on their lives.
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Two trends that are becoming increasingly more prominent in all human services settings (e.g., mental health, school guidance, career services, health services) are outcome-focused interventions and evidence-based practice. The foundational goal in outcome-focused interventions centers around demonstrating how clients (students, learners, etc.) change as a result of the interventions (programs, instruction, etc.) they receive. The foundational goal in evidence-based practice it so be better able to address
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concerns about what sorts of interventions, delivered under what circumstances, work best with what kinds of people, striving to achieve what sorts of goals. When these two trends are addressed adequately, it is possible for practitioners (teachers, counsellors, youth workers, career advisors, etc.) to provide convincing evidence that links learner (client) change to the program (intervention) in which they participated. (See Baudouin, et al., 2007.)

Even though these two trends are prominent in professional organizations (Dozois, 2011) and emphasized from funders (HRSDC, 2011), generally speaking, counsellors do not evaluate their work with clients. For example, a survey of almost 1,000 practitioners working in the career and employment field (Conger, Hiebert, & Hong-Farrell, 1993) indicated that 40% of respondents admitted to never evaluating their work with clients, and 35% of the remainder indicated that they evaluated their effectiveness during the client interview (presumable by asking the client if they found the session helpful). In a more recent survey of evaluation practices (Lalande & Magnusson, 2007) one third of the respondents did not answer the question regarding how they evaluated their work with clients, and while 35% indicated that they did collect client data, the data pertained to things like client flow, types of client problems, counsellor time use, etc., data that do not address how much clients changed as a result of the services they received. These two studies paint a picture of evaluation practices in Canada, however conversations with at international conferences suggest that the situation is similar in many other countries.

To gather evidence that addresses both evidence-based practice concerns and outcome-focused intervention, the Canadian Research Working Group on Evidence-Based Practice in Career Development (CRWG) has adopted a variation on a simple Input→ Process → Outcome framework. The framework is illustrated in Figure 1 and
described briefly below. The framework has been used extensively to evaluate career development interventions, but it also is appropriate in other types of counselling settings, mental health settings, physical health settings, other human services settings, and educational settings (Hiebert & Charles, 2008; Hiebert, Domene, & Buchanan, 2011). For ease of reading in this paper, I have used the term client when referring to people who are receiving services, but I could also have used terms like: learner, student, or patient. In a similar vein, I have used the term practitioner to refer to people who are providing services, but I could also have used terms like, counsellor, teacher, youth worker, career advisor, nurse, or physician. Thus, although I have used the terms client and practitioner, I encourage readers to substitute the appropriate terms for the settings in which they are working.
The framework that the CRWG has developed centers around the needs and goals of clients. In planning an appropriate intervention, it is important to examine the context in which clients live. This includes factors such as: ethnicity, culture, significant others, structure of opportunity, past learning history, previous history of working on the situation under examination, etc. A client’s context can have limiting or facilitating influences on the types of interventions that are possible, on the success of any intervention undertaken, and also on what outcome expectations are reasonable. In the process of examining client context, it usually is possible to identify the types of
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needs a client would like to see addressed and to set explicit goals that a practitioner and client will work on together. The approach to intervention and evaluation is based on practitioners and clients working together in a collaborative relationship where goals, outcome expectations, and indicators of success are negotiated and mutually agreed on by practitioners and clients, and where appropriate by third party stakeholders. Once the goals are set, planning the intervention (How will we accomplish the goals?) and the evaluation (How will we tell that the goals have been accomplished?) can begin.

Constructing an intervention plan and an evaluation plan begins by identifying the types of changes that a client will (hopefully) experience as a result of the intervention, and developing a method for documenting that the changes have taken place (i.e., the indicators of change). Going on a road trip provides a useful metaphor. The journey begins by identifying a destination. Once the destination is clear, then the route can be planned. Sometimes, people enjoy just going for a drive in the country with no particular destination in mind. In those cases, enjoying the process is the main goal. However, if the travellers want to end up at a specific place, then it is important to have agreement on what is the end point before beginning the journey. Thus, the starting point in planning client change interventions is to get clarity on the outcomes being sought and the indicators of success that will be used to gauge progress towards the ultimate goal.

Outcomes

An outcome is the specific result of an intervention, including changes in client competence (knowledge and skills), changes in client personal attributes (e.g., optimism, confidence, etc.), changes in client situation, and/or broader changes for the client (e.g., employment status, health status, etc.) and/or community (e.g., less violence, higher quality of life, etc.). These broader outcomes usually can be thought of
as the impact of the changes in client competence or changes in client personal attributes. The changes in client knowledge and skill (learning outcomes) should be described in a way that permits them to be linked directly to the intervention being used. The personal attribute outcomes usually are not addressed directly in an intervention, however they usually are likely by-products that accompany the knowledge clients acquire or the skills clients attain. For example, as a result of learning more effective job search skills, clients become more optimistic about being able to manage their career futures, a finding born out by recent research (Hiebert, et al., 2012). The ultimate end goal of an intervention most often involves some sort of change in a client’s life or in some broader societal context (impact outcomes). For example, clients might learn about the role that deep relaxation can play in helping people reduce stress (knowledge) and with practice might learn how to place their body in a state of deep relaxation (skill). Using the knowledge and practicing the skill likely will result in the client being less stressed (personal attribute), which in turn might result in fewer headaches (impact), or fewer interpersonal hassles (impact), or fewer absences from work (impact). Similarly, a client attending an anger management workshop might acquire knowledge and skill regarding anger management and as a result might feel less angry and less irritable, and as a result might experience fewer family anger outbursts, or less spousal abuse, or fewer arguments with co-workers.

**Self-assessments of learner outcomes.** My colleagues and I on the CRWG (see http://www.crwg-gdrc.ca) have been working on a way to assess changes in learner competencies (knowledge, skills, and personal attributes) that has high validity and reliability and is closely matched to the stated outcomes of an intervention. One of the problems with a traditional pre-post approach to measuring client change is that people don’t know what they don’t know. To illustrate, people taking a workshop on
interpersonal communication might be asked to rate their communication skills at the beginning and end of the workshop. At the beginning many people think that their communication skills are reasonably good and they rate themselves quite high. During the workshop, as they get to know more about what constitutes good communication, they realize that their knowledge about interpersonal communication, as well as their skills for communicating effectively, are not as good as they initially thought. At the end of the workshop, when they are asked to rate themselves again, the ratings often are lower than they were at the beginning, even though they have learned a lot and have acquired more adequate levels of skills. This is because their measuring stick has changed as they developed greater knowledge about interpersonal communication. Thus the post-test scores end up being lower than the pre-test scores, even though positive change has occurred (see Hiebert, 2012; Posavac, 2011; Robinson & Doueck, 1994).

One way to address this problem is through a form of retrospective assessment, which we have called Post-Pre Assessment. The procedure is described in detail elsewhere (Hiebert, 2012), and so will be only summarized briefly below. The Post-Pre Assessment process creates a consistent measuring stick for both pre and post assessments. This process is used ONLY at the end of a workshop. When a workshop is finished, participants are asked to use their current frame of reference to create a common measuring stick for assessing their competence before and after the workshop. For example, in the SAME workshops designed to prepare students for their roles as mentors, at the end of a workshop we ask them: “Regarding the workshop you have just participated in, and knowing what you know now about talking with other students about racism and diversity, how would you rate your readiness to be a Student Mentor Before the Workshop and how would you rate yourself Now?” The self-assessment is
done only at the end of the workshop (hence the name “post-pre assessment), but it asks people to self-assess their competencies before and after their participation in the workshop, using the same measuring stick, i.e., “Knowing what you know now about talking with other students about racism and diversity …”

For the actual self-assessments, we use a variation on a 5-point Likert scale, which we refer to as a Decision-Making Approach (rather than a judgement-making approach). We ask participants to first of all decide if their knowledge, or skill, or personal attributes are OK or Not OK (Acceptable or Not Acceptable, Adequate or Not Adequate, Sufficient or Insufficient, etc.). Then once they have decided which side of the fence they are on, we ask them to assign a rating, 0=not adequate, 1=not really adequate but almost OK, 2=adequate but just barely, 4=exceptional, or 3=somewhere between minimally OK and exceptional. The order in the previous sentence is deliberate, rather than ask people to rate acceptable as 2 or 3 or 4, we ask them if the performance is barely OK (2), exceptional (4), or somewhere in between the two (not barely OK but not yet exceptional=3). Through trial and error, we have found a high degree of inter-rater reliability and also intra-rater reliability when using this approach. The high validity comes from indexing the survey items to the stated learner outcomes for the workshop.

**Outcomes and outputs.** In the work of the CRWG, we distinguish between outcomes and outputs. We reserve the term outcome to refer to changes that clients experience. We use the term outputs to refer to the products or artefacts produced during an intervention. Thus, a resume, portfolio, cover letter, list of job leads, etc., that are created as part of a job search workshop are outputs. They are not outcomes because they do not indicate client change. Similarly, time logs and “To Do” lists,
produced during a time management workshop are outputs; artefacts intended to help people manage their time better or complete the tasks they begin (which are outcomes).

**A note on personal attribute outcomes.** Personal attribute outcomes include things like: attitudes (e.g., belief that change is possible, internal locus of control), intrapersonal factors (e.g., confidence, motivation, self-esteem), and client independence (e.g., client self-reliance, client initiative, client independent use of resources). There is some debate about whether or not personal attribute outcomes are in fact learning outcomes. Rather than get into a debate about this, we have identified them as a separate category of outcomes, acknowledging that some people may view these as learning outcomes and others may not. Sometimes personal attribute outcomes are referred to as “precursors” (Hiebert, 1994; Killeen, White, & Watts, 1993; Maguire & Killeen, 2003), for they often mediate between skill and knowledge attainment and the life-impact outcomes. They speak to the client’s willingness (ability) to put learning into action. There is widespread agreement that these personal attributes are important and that it most often is difficult to obtain the desired amount of impact if these personal attributes are not addressed. We suggest that these types of client outcomes need to be identified and addressed in their own right and trustworthy methods need to be developed to evaluate these variables.
In a national investigation on evaluation practices (see Lalande & Magnusson, 2007; Magnusson & Lalande, 2005) participants had much difficulty identifying what is an outcome, in a way that would permit the outcome to be linked to the programs or services being offered. For example, many survey respondents indicated that an intervention such as “networking” resulted in all the potential outcomes listed as being achieved, even outcomes such as “build and maintain a positive personal image”, “change and grow throughout one’s life”, “maintain balanced life/work roles.” Clearly, the link between teaching a client the importance of networking and helping a client develop a network, and outcomes such as “building a positive self-image”, is quite tenuous, at best. Furthermore, we suspect that few agencies would feel comfortable being held accountable for producing outcomes such as ‘building a positive self-image” as a result of a workshop on networking. This discovery is one of the factors that led us to reserve the term outcome to refer to client change and to describe knowledge and skill outcomes in a way that links them to the content of an intervention.

In order to rectify this situation, we suspect that extensive inservice or other forms of staff development will be necessary.

**Figure 2. Stories From The Field: What is an outcome?**

*A note on impact outcomes.* Impact outcomes are the spin-off effects that derive from the learning outcomes, or perhaps from the personal attribute outcomes. They are the “ultimate, hoped-for” end result of an intervention. Agencies and funders need to collaborate and reach agreement on what impacts can be reasonably expected. For example, when children are violent in school, they might be in homes where violence is a frequent way of resolving disagreements. Therefore, it might be useful to work with parents (or have a referral agency work with the parents) in order to achieve a hoped for gain of having less playground violence at school. For example, in times of low unemployment, or in geographic regions where the job market is robust, it might be reasonable to expect high placement rates following completion of a work search program. However, in times of high unemployment it might not be reasonable to expect that all people who participate in a work search program will end up finding jobs. In economically disadvantaged areas, there might be lower job mobility because people believe that any job is better than no job, but there might also be greater social unrest because people have not found work that is personally meaningful. In areas where there is high cultural and ethnic diversity, it might be useful to implement a program aimed at
increasing acceptance and reducing discrimination in order to achieve greater social acceptance and greater employability. It is important to have realistic goals and the legitimacy of the ultimate and hoped-for outcomes needs to be a matter of negotiated agreement on the part of all stakeholders involved in providing services.

Processes

Processes refer to the intentional activities that practitioners and clients undertake in the hopes of fostering client change. Interventions include the interactions of practitioners with clients or third parties as well as the components of the programs and services that are instrumental in achieving the client outcomes being sought. Processes can be grouped into two broad categories: Generic and specific.

**Generic interventions** are those practitioner actions that are part of most interactions with clients or third parties, regardless of the nature of the client’s problem or the goals being sought. For example, a strong working alliance between practitioner and client has been shown to be important in facilitating client change. Thus, developing a strong working alliance likely will be part of virtually all interventions. Similarly, teaching a client to reframe an unpleasant event and view it as an opportunity for growth could be part of several interventions and could contribute to achieving numerous client goals.

**Specific interventions** are more singularly focused than generic interventions. They usually are linked directly to client goals and outcomes, or linked to interactions with third parties that are intended to foster client change. Specific interventions can be part of interactions with clients directly or they can be bundled together as part of programs or workshops. In school settings, specific interventions represent the curriculum being used and the instructional methods that are appropriate for the curriculum. In counselling settings they are the intervention plan for helping a client
move from where they are now to where they want to be in the future, i.e., the actions intended to produce the hoped for outcomes.

In the work of the CRWG, we have found that it is useful organize the types of programs and services that an agency offers into categories according to the topic or problem that is being dealt with. We suggest using topical headings (e.g., career decision-making, stress, anger management, etc.) as the organizing tool rather than organizing programs and services according to the type of intervention (e.g., workshops, individual counselling, etc.). The topic or content of an intervention is related directly to the type of client change being sought. Using a topical organizing system also recognizes that the topics might be addressed in programs or other services in a variety of different ways, e.g., through counselling, teaching, workshop facilitation, guidance, and made available to client in a variety of different ways, e.g., in a group setting, a classroom, through individual counselling, or guided self-help. The mandate of the agency, the expertise of the staff, and the learning styles of the clients typically all come into play when deciding how the interventions are implemented.

Based on reports from the field and the national survey referred to earlier, the following framework has been developed for organizing the kinds of specific interventions that are used to initiate and/or sustain client change in career services settings. The first four categories (career decision making, job-specific skills enhancement, job search, and job maintenance) represent typical interventions used to achieve learning outcomes. A fifth category (career-related personal development) pertains to personal attributes related to employment or employability.

While most agencies offering career services do not have a mandate to offer personal counselling, when there is a personal issue, such as lack of self-confidence, that is affecting a client’s ability to pursue career goals, it is important to address that issue as part of a career intervention. A sixth category (other) is to acknowledge that an important and legitimate part of providing comprehensive career services is to be able to recognize when someone may need to be referred, for example, to a de-tox program prior to beginning work aimed more directly at finding employment.

Most agencies likely will find it useful to develop a similar type of organizing system for the types of interventions and services they provide.

**Figure 3. Stories From The Field: A Sample Service Classification System**
An important next step in developing a comprehensive evaluation plan is to map the client learning outcomes onto the interventions. Agencies will need to be very clear about the client outcomes that they want to be held accountable for, and then to identify where in the programs or services they offer are the components that are likely to produce those outcomes. Sometimes a fun activity will end up being removed from a program or workshop because it does not relate directly to any of the expected outcomes. On the other hand, the mapping may reveal that an outcome does not get addressed in any of the processes included in the intervention. In such cases, the list of outcomes may need to be revised by removing an outcome, or the intervention may need to be revised to include a component that connects directly to the outcome being sought. The mapping of interventions onto outcomes will need to be quite detailed and likely will be quite specific to an agency or a program, but using a common organizing system to identify the outcomes and the interventions will help to identify what is reasonable to expect from the services being offered. It is important that the process of mapping learning outcomes onto interventions and onto the indicators of change, is collaborative: evaluators, curriculum developers, and practitioners working together to agree on a common understanding of the outcomes, interventions, and indicators of success that are relevant to the program being evaluated.

This approach is considerably different from traditional program evaluation practices, where a so-called objective outsider is hired to pass judgement on the effectiveness of a program. The belief underlying the approach described in this paper is that the most useful evaluation data, and the data that can best be used to improve the quality of programs, comes from the people who are delivering the program. From the beginning, the outcomes (learner destinations) are identified, the indicators of progress and indicators of success are developed, and then the curriculum (or intervention) is
created, and suitable tracking mechanisms are developed to provide evidence that the curriculum is being followed and learners are progressing toward the ultimate outcomes that have been identified. This approach has been referred to as “Backwards Curriculum Design” by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). First the end point is clearly defined, then the processes and the indicators of progress are developed.

**Intervention adherence.** An important part of evidence-based practice involves documenting the processes followed by both service providers and service recipients, as well as any significant others that potentially could be affecting the achievement of outcomes. In order to claim that an intervention is responsible for producing a client outcome, we must be able to say with confidence that both service provider and client have followed the intervention plan. There are many examples in our field where an intervention appears to be ineffective, but closer scrutiny reveals that the intervention plan has in fact not been followed.

**Inputs**

The resource base that an agency can access has a major influence on the programs and services that an agency can offer and on the agency’s ability to offer quality services. Reciprocally, certain interventions require specific and sometimes unique resources in order to be implemented successfully. The ultimate goal in evaluating services and also in planning interventions is to be able to link the changes clients experience to the services they received and to the resource base required for successful delivery of those services. Stated reciprocally: Given the resource base, an agency can offer certain services, which in turn will likely result in corresponding client changes. Thus, it is important to track the resources used when delivering services. This includes factors such as: funding (e.g., budget, special grants), staff (e.g., number of
staff, competencies of staff, level of staff training), service guidelines (e.g., agency mandate, funder requirements), infrastructure (e.g., physical facilities, support staff, consultants), community resources (e.g., other professionals, volunteers, libraries, internet cafes). Once the resource base needed to offer a successful service has been identified, those data can be used to justify the need to maintain the resource base, or to expand it so that new services can be provided.

**Total Quality Service Factors**

Quality Service Factors do not link directly to client outcomes and therefore are not included in the evaluation framework described in this paper. However, they have an effect on the general operation of an agency and therefore are important. We know that a client who gets rude treatment from a receptionist or encounters a dismissive attitude by a group facilitator, likely will receive a less-than-best outcome from even a very good program. A list of quality service factors might include items such as: Client satisfaction, client relationship with the agency (clients return for service, clients are self reliant), stakeholder satisfaction, employer satisfaction (this could be also an impact outcome if job stability was a goal), level of service utilization, number of clients seen, types of client problems addressed, number of visits made by a client, wait time for receiving services, number of applicants for services, agency reputation, ability to fund-raise. Even though these factors sometimes are thought of as outcomes, they are not indicators of client change, per se. Therefore, we suggest that they be regarded as separate from intervention planning and outcome evaluation. We suggest also that agencies and funders include client change as an important factor when thinking of Total Quality Service. Ultimately, reducing client wait list time or increasing the number of clients seen is not really useful if the services are not resulting in client change.
Summary and Conclusions

Frequently, the reactions of practitioners to program evaluation is negative. Program evaluation prompts dysfunctional beliefs, such as: evaluation will inhibit creativity, evaluation is a veiled attempt to terminate our program, our program is exemplary and therefore does not need to be evaluated, or staff perceptions are more valid than evaluation data (Posavac, 2011). We tend to think of the beliefs, attitudes, perceived value, perceived threat, associated with evaluation as the Psychology of Evaluation patterned after the Psychology of working (Blustein, 2006). The central components in the Psychology of Working are survival and power, social connection, and self-determination. When these three conditions are addressed adequately, workers tend to be satisfied with their work roles. The goal in creating a positive Psychology of Evaluation is to make sure that the three conditions are met adequately.

The approach to evaluation described in this paper can provide a strong foundation for creating a positive Psychology of Evaluation. A study currently in progress provides support for this premise. The project involved seven front-line practitioners facilitating a mentor training program. There was a belief initially that evaluation was mainly concerned with discovering short-comings in their program. After working with the framework described in this paper, the practitioners began to embrace the evaluation process and saw it as a useful learning tool that helped to clarify the purposes of their work and make it more effective. The practitioners appreciated the collaborative approach to evaluation and saw it as being responsible for much of the positive reaction to the evaluation process. When the practitioners were asked to name one thing that stood out in their minds regarding the evaluation approach being used, the most predominating themes that emerged centered around the collaborative approach and the open communication style of the evaluators. The practitioners also reported that
the evaluation process helped them gain a more clear understanding of the objectives of the program and helped them feel more confident that their clients were receiving a better quality program as a result. This type of feedback provides a testament to the powerful impact that a collaborative evaluation process, such as the one described in this paper, can have on providing quality services to clients and building confidence and optimism within practitioners.

Any comprehensive plan for evaluating the effectiveness of any intervention needs to incorporate a systematic method for gathering data on all three components of the framework depicted in Figure 1. In order to get an accurate picture of which interventions work best, with which types of learners, under which circumstances, it is necessary to examine the learner outcomes, the processes used to obtain those outcomes, and the resources (inputs) needed to enact the processes. This is best done through collaborative interactions between evaluators, curriculum designers, program developers, and practitioners, to make sure evaluation scheme is completely integrated with service delivery. The approach works best when a Backwards Curriculum Design approach is used, where the outcomes are decided before the service or program is developed, and where program development and evaluation development occur simultaneously and in an interactive manner. Thus program evaluation is intertwined with program development, and is not bolted on to the side of programs already developed and implemented. This type of collaborative approach helps to ensure that the outcomes desired from a program are explicit and measurable, and that the outcomes are clearly linked to the activities that are contained in the program. This sort of linkage is useful for illustrating a causal connection between the content of the program and the student changes that occurred.
Note. Comprehensive descriptions of ways in which this evaluation approach has been used and a compendium of tools used in field trials incorporating this framework can be found on the web site of the Canadian Research Working Group on Evidence-based Practice in career Development (CRWG), http://www.crwg-gdrc.ca/index.html
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